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ABSTRACT

Spermatogonial stem cells (SSCs) can sponta-
neously dedifferentiate into embryonic stem cell
(ESC)-like cells, which are designated as multipotent
SSCs (mSSCs), without ectopic expression of repro-
gramming factors. Interestingly, SSCs express key
pluripotency genes such as Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and Myc.
Therefore, molecular dissection of mSSC reprogram-
ming may provide clues about novel endogenous re-
programming or pluripotency regulatory factors. Our
comparative transcriptome analysis of mSSCs and
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) suggests that
they have similar pluripotency states but are repro-
grammed via different transcriptional pathways. We
identified 53 genes as putative pluripotency regula-
tory factors using an integrated systems biology ap-
proach. We demonstrated a selected candidate, Pos-
itive cofactor 4 (Pc4), can enhance the efficiency of
somatic cell reprogramming by promoting and main-
taining transcriptional activity of the key reprogram-
ing factors. These results suggest that Pc4 has an
important role in inducing spontaneous somatic cell
reprogramming via up-regulation of key pluripotency
genes.

INTRODUCTION

Reprogramming differentiated somatic cells into pluripo-
tent stem cells (PSCs) facilitates the study of disease mecha-
nisms and development of cell-based therapeutics to repair
damaged or diseased tissue. A pioneering study in 1962 (1)

discovered that tadpole intestinal cells could be converted
into embryonic stem cells (ESCs) via somatic cell nuclear
transfer (SCNT). In recent times, SCNT has been demon-
strated as a promising way to generate patient-specific hu-
man ESCs (2–4). However, successful human SCNT must
overcome the extremely low efficiency of blastocyst forma-
tion due to reprogramming barriers (3).

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) can be gener-
ated by introducing only four master regulators––Oct4
(Pou5f1), Sox2, Klf4 and Myc (c-Myc) (also known as
OSKM factors)––into somatic cells (5). This discovery pro-
vided a new technology for generating patient-specific PSCs
and for understanding the molecular mechanisms of repro-
gramming processes (6–10). The three distinct phases dur-
ing somatic cell reprogramming (SCR) are initiation, mat-
uration and stabilization, which are associated with specific
genes (11). Ectopic expression of OSKM genes in fibrob-
lasts initiates the first SCR phase by increasing prolifera-
tion, changing metabolites, initiating the mesenchymal-to-
epithelial transition (MET) and activating DNA repair. The
initiation phase correlates with morphological changes be-
cause fibroblast cells undergo MET and display epithelial
signatures such as Cdh1 and Epcam expression (10). The
SCR maturation phase is characterised by major transcrip-
tional changes of the pluripotency-associated genes Sall4,
Oct4, Nanog, Esrrb and Sox2 (9,11). Buganim et al. (12)
claim that the maturation phase starts with Sox2 activation,
which leads to iPSCs. The SCR stabilization phase occurs
after cells acquire pluripotency (13). In this last phase, cells
can be sustained independently of ectopic OSKM gene ex-
pression. The regulatory mechanisms of initiation and mat-
uration phases are unclear, and the efficiency of generating
iPSCs from somatic cells is still very low.
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Another method to generate PSCs is via spontaneous
conversion of spermatogonial stem cells (SSCs) into ESC-
like multipotent SSCs (mSSCs) using a culture-inducing
system (14). We previously showed that an intermediate
SSCs (iSSCs) phase subsisted during germline stem cell ded-
ifferentiation to PSCs (15). SSCs express key OSKM repro-
gramming factors at some levels (16), and do not require ec-
topic expression of any gene for the acquisition of pluripo-
tency during reprogramming to mSSCs. Therefore, we rea-
soned that additional factors are required to regulate SSC
reprogramming.

In this study, we first compared the expression of re-
programming signature genes among somatic cells, iPSCs,
SSCs, mSSCs and partially reprogramed cells, and found
that mSSCs and iPSCs appear to have similar pluripotency
states based on transcriptional signature, whereas they have
different transcriptional pathways for reprogramming. We
developed a systems biology approach to prioritise genes
for pluripotency regulatory factors by integrating transcrip-
tome and interactome data on the genome-wide functional
network. Then, we performed a series of systematic gene
prioritisation steps and identified 53 candidates, which in-
cluded some known reprogramming factors. We experimen-
tally validated one particular candidate, Positive cofactor
4 (Pc4), which was expressed in PSCs and yielded a pos-
itive RNA interference (RNAi) response in an Oct4 re-
porter assay. We demonstrated that Pc4 enhanced the ef-
ficiency of OSKM-mediated reprogramming by promoting
the transcriptional activity of key pluripotency factors, and
by regulating the expression of many protein- and miRNA-
encoding genes involved in reprogramming and suppression
of somatic cell-specific genes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA extraction, RT-PCR and transcriptome profiling

Total RNA was extracted from cultured cells using TRI-
zol Reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Each RNA sample was quantified by re-
verse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
as described in Supplementary Methods. Transcriptome
profiling for SSC, iSSC and mSSC was performed using
Affymetrix Mouse Genome 430 2.0 Array. For hybridiza-
tion, 10 �g of total RNA was amplified and labelled using
Nugen WT-Ovation One-Direct Amplification system and
Nugen FL-Ovation cDNA Biotin Module V2 labelling kits.
To examine the effects of Pc4 overexpression on genome-
wide transcriptional regulation in mESCs, we performed
sequencing RNAs isolated from mESCs with or without
ectopic Pc4 expression using an Illumina HiSeq2500 in-
strument. More details about sequencing procedures and
data analysis are described in Supplementary Methods.
All microarray and RNA sequencing data generated in
this study were deposited in Gene Expression Omnibus
database (GSE74156).

Comparison of mSSC and iPSC reprogramming by tran-
scriptome analysis

We analysed six microarray data sets consisting of two repli-
cates of three types of germ-lineage stem cells using biocon-

ductor affy (17), limma (18) and q-value (19) packages. Affy
was used to preprocess microarray data, limma was used
to identify significant differentially expressed genes (DEGs)
between mSSCs, iSSCs and SSCs, and q-values were used to
adjust limma P-values for multiple testing corrections. We
selected 1120 DEGs between mSSCs and iSSCs, and 1427
DEGs between mSSCs and SSCs, with q-value < 0.01. Of
these, 549 and 685 genes were up-regulated in mSSCs com-
pared to genes in iSSCs and SSCs, respectively.

To compare mSSC reprogramming and iPSC reprogram-
ming, we used two public microarray data sets, which in-
cluded partially reprogrammed cells (6,7). We preprocessed
expression data derived from Polo et al. (7) using the oligo
(20) package, and those from Mikkelson et al. (6) using
the affy (17) package according to their platforms. We cal-
culated mean expression values for 11 cell types: (i) two
SSC replicates, (ii) two iSSC replicates, (iii) two mSSC repli-
cates, (iv) two MEF replicates of Polo et al., (v) two MEF
Thy1− replicates of Polo et al., (vi) two MEF SSEA+ repli-
cates of Mikkelson et al., (vii) one data set of MEF Oct4-
GFP+ cells of Polo et al., (viii) five replicates of MEF-
derived iPSCs of both Polo et al. and Mikkelson et al., (ix)
two B-lymphocyte replicates of Mikkelson et al., (x) two
replicates of B-lymphocytes expressing OSKM and (xi) two
B-lymphocyte-derived iPSC replicates of Mikkelson et al..
Then, we used the aroma.light (21) package for normaliza-
tion.

Clustering analysis was based on 21 mouse genes that
show significantly different expression changes in differenti-
ated cells and reprogrammed cells, and that belong to the 40
mouse genes compiled from the literature that indicate three
reprogramming phases and regulate stem cell maintenance
(11,12) (Supplementary Table S1). The major pluripotency
marker Nanog was excluded from the gene set for clustering,
because the Affymetrix HT Mouse Genome 430A Array
Nanog probe used by Polo et al. has non-unique matched
genes, which could potentially provide false expression val-
ues.

To compare biological functions involved in mSSC and
iPSC reprograming, we conducted Fisher’s exact test for 101
(P-value < 3.0e-5) and 107 (P-value < 3.0e-7) up-regulated
genes in reprogrammed mSSCs and iPSCs, respectively, of
Polo et al. (7), using gene ontology biological process terms.
To improve interpretability, the identified GO terms signif-
icantly involved in each reprogramming process were visu-
alised using the REVIGO web server (22), which reduced
the redundancy among GO terms.

Integrative prediction of 53 mouse pluripotency regulatory
factors

To identify novel mouse pluripotency regulatory factors us-
ing an integrated systems biology approach, we first com-
piled a core pluripotency interactome (core-PI) from three
interactome data sets, one for Nanog (23) and two for Oct4
(24,25). For Nanog interactome mapping, three indepen-
dent tandem purifications with anti-Flag immunoprecipi-
tation coupled with mass spectrometry analysis were per-
formed (23). We initially selected 57 co-purified proteins
confirmed by two or more purification experiments with an
average of at least one unique peptide. To construct a high-
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confidence Nanog interactome, we assessed co-expression
between Nanog and associated proteins using mRNA ex-
pression of reprogrammed cells (6) based on Pearson cor-
relation coefficient (PCC). Among 57 co-purified proteins,
34 proteins were significantly co-expressed with Nanog (P-
value < 0.01). Similar proteomics analyses have been per-
formed previously for Oct4 (24,25). Using similar criteria as
those used for the Nanog interactome, we selected 127 pro-
teins that co-purified with Oct4. The above co-expression
analysis validated 60 of them for construction of a high-
confidence Oct4 interactome. We combined the Nanog and
Oct4 interactomes to reconstruct a mouse Oct4-Nanog in-
teractome of 88 proteins.

Genes functionally associated with the core pluripotency
interactome might also be involved in modulating repro-
gramming. We previously developed HumanNet, a high-
accuracy genome-scale functional gene network for hu-
mans, using machine learning and Bayesian integration of
various types of large-scale genomics data (26). To perform
network-based prediction of mouse pluripotency regula-
tory factors on the human gene network, we identified 87
human orthologs of the mouse core pluripotency interac-
tome genes using Inparanoid 4.1 orthology detection soft-
ware (27). We used these 87 human genes to guide the priori-
tisation of 4994 human genes for pluripotency interactome
based on sum of edge-weight scores for all connections be-
tween each gene and to the 87 core pluripotency interac-
tome genes in HumanNet. We observed an intersection of
244 human genes in the 4994 network-based candidates and
612 human orthologs of 685 up-regulated mouse genes in
mSSC, which are considered as more confident candidates
due to the multiple supports from orthogonal evidence in-
cluding expression and interaction data.

Assuming that most pluripotency regulatory factors are
transcriptional regulators, the 244 candidate genes were fur-
ther filtered for transcription factors. We compiled 2464 hu-
man transcription factor genes from two published research
articles (28,29). Vaquerizas et al. reported 1833 human tran-
scription factors by manual curation of sequence-specific
DNA-binding factors, their functions, genomic organiza-
tion and evolutionary conservation (29). Kanamori et al.
reported 1675 mouse transcription factors based on DNA-
binding properties and their regulators (28). Human genes
were converted to mouse genes by orthology. Then, we se-
lected 2,464 transcription factors reported in at least one
of the articles. This filtration resulted in 53 final candidate
genes for analysis.

Pluripotency regulator candidates from Oct4-reporter
screens

We further narrowed the set of 53 candidates for pluripo-
tency regulation using both public and in-house experimen-
tal data. Genome-wide screens for pluripotency genes have
been conducted based on RNAi analysis with the Oct4 re-
porter system (30–32). We compiled a total of 864 mouse
candidate genes for pluripotency regulation identified by
three primary RNAi screens: 566 genes from a study of hu-
man ESCs (30), 296 genes from a study of mouse ESCs (31)
and 148 genes from another study of mouse ESCs (32). We
found that 10 of the 53 candidate mouse genes belonged to

the set of 864 potential pluripotency regulators identified
by the Oct4-reporter system screens. We independently per-
formed qPCR analysis for the 53 candidates and validated
the expression of 46 genes in reprogrammed cells, and fi-
nally obtained four mouse genes that passed all steps of the
integrative prediction pipeline.

Construction of a transcriptional regulatory network for re-
programming

To construct a transcriptional regulatory network between
the two candidate genes, Pc4 and Zfp64, and 21 reprogram-
ming marker genes, we employed the genie3 (33) R package
with the same microarray data used for the clustering anal-
ysis.

Culture of mouse SSCs, mSSCs, ESCs and iPSCs

The mouse SSCs and mSSCs cultured as previously de-
scribed (15) and sampled for real-time RT-PCR analysis.
The mouse ESC line was derived from a C57BL6 strain
mouse, and maintained on irradiated mouse embryonic fi-
broblasts as a feeder-cell layer in mESC growth medium,
which is described in Supplementary Methods.

Lentiviral vector construction and lentiviral production

The full-length mouse Pc4 cDNA (MC203765, Origene
Technologies, Rockville, MD) and reverse tetracycline-
controlled transactivator protein (rtTA; Clontech, Shiga,
Japan) were PCR-amplified using the Pc4 open reading
frame (ORF) and a plasmid containing rtTA, and sub-
cloned into the pCR R©8/GW/TOPO R© (Invitrogen, Carls-
bad, CA) Gateway recombinational cloning entry vector.
The Pc4 ORF and rtTA sequence in pCR R©8/GW/TOPO R©

(Invitrogen) was transferred to the CSII-EF-RfA-IRES2-
Venus lentiviral vector (RIKEN, Ibaraki, Japan) by the
Gateway R© LR clonaseTM II (Invitrogen) reaction. A tetra-
cycline (tet)-inducible lentivirus designated LV-tetO con-
taining mouse Oct4, Sox2, Klf4 and c-Myc was ob-
tained from Addgene (Cambridge, MA). Lentiviral vectors
were produced by transient triple-plasmid transfection into
293FT cells (Invitrogen). For more details, see Supplemen-
tary Methods.

Generation of Pc4-overexpressing mESC lines

Pc4-overexpressing mESC lines were established by Venus
(YFP)-expressing lentiviral transfection. The mESCs were
split at a density of 2 × 104 cells onto fresh MEF feeder
cells seeded into a 6-well dish (containing mESC growth
medium) with virus particles, and 25 �g/ml polybrene
(Sigma Aldrich) was added. After 24 h, the medium was re-
placed with fresh growth medium. After 4 days later, mESC
colonies expressing YFP were picked and replated. Three
different Pc4-overexpressing mESC lines were established.

RNA interference

Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) were designed to knock
down Pc4 expression using Pc4 ORF region-specific se-
quences that were conjugated to a 3′-UU-overhang. Pc4-
specific siRNAs were chemically synthesised by Genolution
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Pharmaceuticals (Seoul, South Korea). The siRNA duplex
sequences were 5′-GGAAAGAUGAGAUAUGUCAUU-
3′ (sense) and 5′-UGACAUAUCUCAUCUUUCCUU-3′
(antisense). For efficient Pc4 knock-down, MEFs were dis-
sociated to single cells by treatment with 0.05% trypsin-
EDTA (Hyclone), and 4 × 105 cells were seeded on 5%
Matrigel (BD Bioscience, Bedford, MA) in coated 12-well
dishes. Then, 100 nM siRNAs were transfected into MEFs
using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen).

Proliferation assay

To analyse phenotypic changes of mESCs resulting from
Pc4 overexpression, a cellular proliferation assay was per-
formed and colonies and cell numbers were counted. Then,
the same number of cells were seeded (2 × 103 cells) in 4-
well dishes, and mESCs were maintained for four days with
mESC growth medium. The number of colonies that stained
with alkaline phosphatase (AP; Sigma Aldrich) was deter-
mined. The proliferation rate of Pc4-OE mESCs was com-
pared with that of control mESCs on every passage.

Generation of iPSCs and comparative study of reprogram-
ming efficiency

For infection, each concentrated lentiviral supernatant for
Oct4, Sox2, Klf4, c-Myc, rtTA, and with or without Pc4 was
added to the preseeded Oct4-EGFP MEF from B6;CBA-
Tg(Pou5f1-EGFP)2Mnn/J mouse cells (Jackson Labora-
tory, ME) in Dulbecco’s modified Eagles medium (DMEM)
with high glucose (Hyclone) supplemented with 10% FBS
(Gibco), 1% (v/v) non-essential amino acids (Gibco-BRL),
100 U/ml penicillin G, 100 �g/ml streptomycin (Gibco-
BRL) and 0.1% �-mercaptoethanol (Gibco-BRL). The cells
were plated on a 6-well dish at a density of 1 × 105 cells
per well with 25 �g/ml polybrene (Sigma Aldrich). Af-
ter 1 day, the medium was changed with fresh medium
containing 2 �g/ml of doxycycline (Sigma Aldrich) to in-
duce the expression of exogenous genes. We recorded the
date as day 0. On day 4, the transfected cells were re-
plated at a density of 2 × 104 cells per well in plates pre-
coated with Matrigel (BD), and cultured for 2 more days.
On day 6, the medium was changed to iPSC induction
medium that consisted of DMEM with high glucose (Hy-
clone), 20% knockout serum replacement (Gibco-BRL),
1% (v/v) non-essential amino acids (Gibco-BRL), 0.1% �-
mercaptoethanol (Gibco-BRL), 100 U/ml penicillin G, 100
�g/ml streptomycin (Gibco-BRL) and 2000 U/ml LIF (ES-
GRO). Cells continued growing until GFP-expressing iPSC
colonies appeared. The GFP-positive colonies were picked
for establishing iPSC lines, stained for the AP cell prolifer-
ation assay, and the number of AP-positive colonies were
counted to determine the reprogramming efficiency by Pc4
co-transfection.

Protein extraction and western blot analysis

The total proteins of mESCs were harvested using PRO-
PREP (iNtRON Biotechnology) protein extraction solu-
tion according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Extracted
total protein was quantified using a Qubit Fluorometer (In-
vitrogen) with the Quant-iT protein assay kit (Invitrogen).

Each sample was subjected to western blot analysis as de-
scribed in Supplementary Methods.

Statistical analysis

All experiments were conducted at least in triplicate, and
the results are expressed as the mean ± standard error. Sta-
tistical analyses were performed using the one-way ANOVA
test and followed by Student’s t-test if necessary. Statistical
significance was considered as p < 0.05.

RESULTS

Comparative transcriptome analysis reveals that mSSCs and
iPSCs have similar pluripotency states but undergo repro-
gramming via different transcriptional pathways

To comparatively examine the pluripotency states and re-
programming processes in mSSCs and iPSCs at the molecu-
lar level, we compared the transcriptional profiles related to
reprogramming/pluripotency among somatic cells, iPSCs,
SSCs, mSSCs and partially reprogramed cells. We utilised
publicly available transcriptome data from two previous
studies on iPSC reprogramming, which included profiles for
partially reprogrammed cells (6,7). Polo et al. (7) reported
a stepwise progression of reprogramming based on surface
markers and the OCT4-GFP knock-in reporter system. Af-
ter induction of OSKM factors, cell populations converted
from Thy1+ cells to Thy1− cells and ultimately to SSEA+

cells, Oct4-GFP+ cells and iPSC cells. Mikkelson et al. (6)
generated two different iPSC lines by introducing OSKM
factors into two distinct cell types: mouse embryo fibroblast
(MEF)-derived iPSCs and mature-B-lymphocyte-derived
iPSCs. These authors identified partially reprogrammed
cells during cell reprogramming. We performed a compar-
ative analysis using the published expression data (6,7) and
the transcriptome data for SSCs, iSSCs and mSSCs gener-
ated in the present study. We clustered samples based on the
expression of 21 selected genes that exhibit significant vari-
ation across samples and belong to the set of 40 reprogram-
ming markers compiled in our previous studies (11,12,14)
(Supplementary Table S1).

The clustering analysis based on 21 reprogramming
markers revealed a cluster containing mSSCs, iPSCs and
Oct4-GFP+ cells, whereas SSCs and iSSCs appear to be
more similar to partially reprogrammed cells (Figure 1A).
SSCs have endogenously higher expression levels of several
key pluripotency markers such as Oct4, Epcam, Sall4 and
Lin28a than those of MEFs or B-lymphocytes. In iSSCs, ex-
pression levels of other key stem cell marker genes such as
Sox2, Foxo15 and Rex1 (also known as Zfp42) increased,
whereas somatic cell markers of fibroblast identity such
as the mesenchymal master regulator Snai2 and collagen
type V alpha 2 (Col5a2) were down-regulated. A pairwise
comparison of functional enrichment among up-regulated
genes in mSSCs and SSCs (Figure 1B) and in iPSCs and
MEFs (Figure 1C) revealed shared gene ontology (GO) bi-
ological process terms, such as ‘endodermal cell fate spec-
ification’, ‘forebrain development’ and ‘somatic stem cell
maintenance’ (Supplementary Table S2).

During reprogramming, c-Myc expression dynamics are
distinct in iPSCs and mSSCs (Figure 1A). Myc expression
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Figure 1. Comparison of reprogramming to mSSCs and iPSCs based on gene expression data analysis. (A) Clustering analysis for 11 cell types during
reprogramming: (i) SSC, (ii) iSSC, (iii) mSSC, (iv) MEF, (v) MEF Thy1−, (vi) MEF SSEA+, (vii) MEF Oct4-GFP+, (viii) iPSCs MEFs, (ix) B-lymphocytes,
(x) B-lymphocytes OSKM and (xi) iPSCs B-lymphocytes. The results showed that mSSCs were grouped with iPSCs and SSCs and iSSCs were grouped with
partially reprogrammed cells. Visualisation of GO terms associated with (B) 101 up-regulated genes in mSSCs compared to SSCs and (C) 107 up-regulated
genes in iPSCs compared to MEFs. After performing gene-set enrichment analyses for GO biological process terms using Fisher’s exact test, we visualised
the enriched GO terms with reduced redundancy using the REVIGO web server.

was higher (q-value = 9.27e-07) in partially reprogrammed
Thy1− cells than in MEF cells, and declined (q-value =
3.22e-07) in iPSCs. During iPSC reprogramming, Myc pro-
motes proliferation and activates a set of pluripotency genes
and miRNA (34). However, we did not observe significant
changes in Myc expression during SSCs reprogramming to
mSSCs (q-values are 0.239 and 0.695 for iSSCs and mSSCs,
respectively). There are several other pluripotency marker
genes that show different expression levels in iSSCs and
partially reprogrammed iPSCs. These results suggest that
mSSC reprogramming involves a different transcriptional
program than that of iPSC reprogramming. We conclude

that mSSC reprogramming generates multipotent stem cells
that are similar to iPSCs, but proceeds via different tran-
scriptional pathways than those of iPSC reprogramming.

Integrated systems biology approach to prioritise mouse
genes for pluripotency regulatory factors

SSCs express some key pluripotency genes (16) and can
be spontaneously reprogrammed to mSSCs without ectopic
OSKM gene expression under inducing culture conditions
(14). Therefore, we reasoned that the set of up-regulated
genes during mSSC reprogramming may contain additional
factors that facilitate somatic cell pluripotency reprogram-
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ming. We utilised our transcriptome profile data and de-
tected 685 mouse genes that were up-regulated in mSSCs
compared to SSCs. One naı̈ve approach to select candi-
date genes for further experimental testing would be to fo-
cus on genes with high fold-changes in expression levels in
reprogrammed cells. However, many genes exhibiting high
fold-changes in expression levels are effector genes rather
than causal reprogramming factors. To maximise our pre-
diction success, we designed a multi-step gene prioritisation
pipeline using an integrative approach.

In our prioritisation pipeline, the set of 685 up-regulated
mSSC genes was integrated with three types of public data:
(i) core pluripotency interactome (core-PI) (23–25), (ii) a
probabilistic functional gene network (26) and (iii) tran-
scription factor information (28,29) (see Figure 2A). First,
we compiled 88 mouse genes for the key pluripotency inter-
actome by combining three interactome data sets, a Nanog
interactome (23) and two Oct4 interactomes, and then ap-
plied further filtration for interactions in agreement with
co-expression-based expression profiles during iPSC repro-
gramming (7). To exploit the maximum potential of interac-
tome data, we constructed an expanded gene set by includ-
ing additional genes functionally associated with the core-
PI genes. The candidate gene set expansion by functional
links requires a gene network with high accuracy and wide
gene coverage. We previously constructed a highly accurate
and comprehensive co-functional human network, desig-
nated HumanNet (26). To perform network-based predic-
tion of additional pluripotency genes using HumanNet, we
identified 87 human orthologs for the mouse core-PI genes
using the Inparanoid algorithm (27). When we searched
HumanNet with the 87 human core-PI gene orthologs, 68
of them were interconnected in the network, indicating that
HumanNet is highly predictive for the key pluripotency in-
teractome in humans (35). Thus, network neighbours of the
core-PI genes also are likely to be involved in reprogram-
ming and pluripotency. Consequently, we established an ex-
panded pluripotency interactome (Expanded-PI)’ of 4994
human genes including 87 core-PI genes and their neigh-
bours in HumanNet.

To prioritise genes for pluripotency regulatory factors,
we filtered 612 human orthologs of the 685 genes that were
up-regulated in mSSCs for the Expanded-PI genes. We ob-
served that 244 human genes overlap between the two sets of
612 candidates from transcriptome evidence and 4994 can-
didates from interactome evidence. Given that the majority
of pluripotency regulatory factors are transcriptional regu-
lators, we further filtered the 244 genes using data for 2464
human transcription factor genes compiled from two pub-
lished research studies (28,29). After all filtration steps, we
identified 53 mouse genes (and their 53 human orthologs)
as the final candidates for novel pluripotency regulatory fac-
tors (Supplementary Table S3).

To generate a pathway view for the 53 candidate pluripo-
tency regulatory factors, we constructed a functional net-
work among the 53 genes and 87 core-PI genes based on
HumanNet (26) (Figure 2B). The pathway view indicated
that two gene sets were highly interconnected (111 of 126
genes were connected), and 10 genes overlapped the two
sets (diamond nodes in Figure 2B). We identified three func-
tional modules from the network: (i) DNA repair, (ii) chro-

matin regulation and (iii) stem cell regulation or develop-
ment (see Figure 2B). These results indicate that the Oct4-
Nanog interactome and the 53 candidate pluripotency reg-
ulatory factors are closely associated and contain pathways
for DNA repair, chromatin regulation and stem cell regula-
tion or development.

Assessment and further selection of candidate pluripotency
regulatory factors

We performed three different assessments of the final 53
candidate genes using several types of orthogonal informa-
tion. First, we used quantitative PCR analysis to examine
their expression levels in known pluripotent cells such as
ESCs, iPSCs and mSSCs. The results indicated that 46 of
the 53 candidate genes (86.8%) showed higher expression
levels in pluripotent cells than in SSCs (Figure 3A). This
suggests that our candidate gene set is highly enriched for
genes that are up-regulated in pluripotent cells. Second, we
utilised publicly available data on RNAi-responsive genes
involved in regulation of self-renewal and pluripotency. We
compiled 864 genes that appeared to regulate Oct4 expres-
sion from three genome-wide RNAi screens using the Oct4-
reporter assay (30–32). Among the 53 candidate genes, 10
genes showed statistically significant responses to RNAi for
regulating Oct4 activation. Thus, our candidate gene set
showed significant enrichment for genes involved in regu-
lating Oct4 activation (P-value = 1.28e-4, one-tail Fisher’s
exact test). Third, we searched the literature for evidence
to validate whether the candidate genes were implicated
in maintaining pluripotency or promoting reprogramming
(Supplementary Table S4). Of the 53 candidates, 24 genes
(45.3%) were implicated in pluripotency and reprogram-
ming. Of these 24 genes, the following 19 genes (79.2%)
have important roles in ESC maintenance and pluripotency:
Chd1, Esrrb, Hmgb2, Klf5, Mtf2 (also known as Pcl2), Myb,
Mybl2, Nanog, Nr0b1 (also known as Dax1), Nr5a2, Oct4,
Prdm5, Sall1, Sox2, Tfcp2l1, Utf1, Zfp462, Zic3 and Zs-
can10 (also known as Zfp206) (see Supplementary Table S4
for more detailed information about these genes). Nr5a2,
Utf1, Esrrb and Nr0b1 also have been reported as factors
that accurately mark the rare cells that will become iPSCs
(36,37) and as naı̈ve pluripotency markers (38). The re-
maining five genes appear to regulate rather than promote
pluripotency: Ctbp2, Otx2, Tcea3, Tcf7l1 and Tgif1 (39–43).
The combined results of the three independent validation
efforts indicate that our 53 candidate genes are highly en-
riched for genes involved in promoting and maintaining cel-
lular pluripotency.

One of the candidate genes was selected for further val-
idation by considering multiple lines of evidence. We first
sorted the 53 genes by their qPCR expression score in PSCs,
and focused on the top 33 genes (orange bars in Figure 3A).
Of these 33 genes, six showed significant RNAi responses
for regulation of Oct4 activation: Sox2, Nanog, Oct4, Pc4,
Zfp64 and Zscan10 (red boxes in Figure 3A). Among the
remaining 27 candidates, Esrrb and Nr0b1 were previously
reported to enhance OSKM-mediated reprogramming (44).
Because Nanog, Oct4, Sox2 and Zscan10 were already
known to have important roles in pluripotency (5,45), we fo-
cused on the other two candidates, Pc4 and Zfp64. We then
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Figure 2. Systematic prediction of mouse pluripotency regulatory factors. (A) Schematic to summarise a systematic prediction pipeline for mouse pluripo-
tency regulatory factors by integrative use of differential expression for reprogrammed cells, expanded pluripotency interactome (expanded-PI) inferred
from functional association with the Nanog-Oct4 interactome (core-PI), annotation for transcriptional regulators. (B) Functional gene network for stem
cell maintenance and reprogramming. The network consists of 62 core-PI genes, 39 candidate genes, and 10 overlapping genes between them. The node
colour represents biological functions: pink, stem cell maintenance and developmental processes; sky blue, chromatin regulation; yellow, DNA repair;
purple, multiple processes; grey, genes with no information about biological function. Network edges are based on those of HumanNet.

constructed a gene regulatory network for the two candi-
date genes and 21 reprograming marker genes used for the
mSSC and iPSC clustering analysis (see Figure 1A). The re-
sults suggested that Pc4 had a more important role than
Zfp64 based on out-degree centrality and hierarchical po-
sition in the network (Figure 3B). Notably, qPCR analy-
sis showed that endogenous expression level of Pc4 mRNA
was significantly higher in SSC than MEF, and substantially
increased in their reprogrammed cells, mSSC and miPSC
(mouse iPCS), respectively (Figure 3C). These results sug-
gest that Pc4 is a positive regulator for both spontaneous
and induced pluripotency, and its high endogenous expres-
sion in SSC could initiate spontaneous reprogramming in
the culture inducing system. Therefore, we selected Pc4 as a
promising candidate to validate reprograming competency
and dissect molecular mechanisms of reprogramming.

Pc4 promotes pluripotency marker gene expression and re-
presses somatic cell marker expression

We performed Pc4 gain-of-function analysis by establish-
ing Pc4-overexpressing (OE) mESC lines. Three different
Pc4-OE mESC lines that express YFP were established.
Mock mESCs were generated by transfecting empty CSII-
EF-RfA-IRES2-Venus lentiviral vector (Figure 4A). RT-
PCR and real-time RT-PCR were performed to validate Pc4
expression levels. The three Pc4-OE lines showed approxi-
mately two-fold higher Pc4 expression levels than those of
control mESCs (Figure 4B and C). Western blot analysis
using specific anti-PC4 antibody confirmed enhanced PC4
protein levels in the Pc4-OE mESC lines (Figure 4D and E).
We tested whether Pc4 promoted cellular proliferation us-
ing a proliferation assay based on the number of colonies
for control and Pc4 OE lines by alkaline phosphatase (AP)
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Figure 3. Further selection of candidate pluripotency regulatory factors. (A) We selected 864 candidate genes by combining three RNAi response screens.
Only Chia et al. provided genome-wide RNAi screen results; therefore, we used those results for this plot. Ten candidates were confirmed in three RNAi
response analyses. RNAi responsive score is the mean of the Z-score for GFP fluorescence reduction, and its cut-off score for statistical significance is less
than −2. The scores for Sox2, Sema4a and Cul3 were not less than −2, but they have been reported as significantly responsive genes in two other RNAi
screens. In qPCR analysis, 46 of the 53 candidate genes (86.8%) were up-regulated in three PSCs––ESCs, iPSCs and mSSCs (upregulation was determined
by the average qPCR expression in three PSCs is higher than expression in SSC), but we focused on 33 highly expressed genes (five-fold or higher increase
compared to SSC expression levels). Only six overlapping genes between 33 highly expressed genes in PSCs and 10 RNAi-responsive genes were observed:
Nanog, Oct4, Pc4, Sox2, Zfp64 and Zscan10. (B) A gene regulatory network was constructed based on microarray data of 21 reprogramming marker genes
and the two selected candidate genes Pc4 and Zfp64. The two candidate genes and the three key reprograming factor genes, Oct4, Myc and Sox2, are
colour-coded as red and orange, respectively. Oct4 and Sox2 also are candidate genes, and are coloured by orange because they are key reprogramming
factor genes. (C) Results of qPCR analysis of Pc4 in MEF, SSC, miPCS and mSSC. Expression levels of Pc4 are significantly different among those cells
(P-value < 0.01 by ANOVA test for all comparisons, except P-value = 0.015 between MEF and SSC).
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Figure 4. Gain-of-function analysis for Pc4. (A) Microscopic images of controls and Pc4-overexpressing mESC lines generated by Pc4-IRES2-Venus
(YFP) lentiviral transfection. Bars = 100 �m. (B) RT-PCR analysis of Pc4 expression level and (C) real-time RT-PCR were performed to confirm Pc4
overexpression (*P < 0.01). (D) Increased PC4 protein level was confirmed by western blot analysis. (E) Quantification of western blot bands (*P < 0.01).
(F) Alkaline phosphatase staining of colonies is shown for undifferentiated wild-type (WT), mock and Pc4-overexpressing mESCs. (G) Cellular growth
rate measure by colony counting. Scale bars represented 250 �m (*P < 0.01).

staining. We observed a slight but significant increase in the
number of colonies in Pc4-OE lines compared with those of
control mESCs (Figure 4F and G).

We examined the effects of Pc4 overexpression on
genome-wide transcriptional regulation in mESCs by per-
forming RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) analysis in Pc4-OE
mESC lines. Although mESCs have high expression lev-
els of key reprogramming factors, Pc4 overexpression fur-
ther enhanced Oct4 expression (≈1.84-fold increase). We
detected 88 up-regulated genes and 253 down-regulated
genes in Pc4-OE mESC lines with at least 4-fold differ-
ences from those of control samples (Supplementary Ta-
ble S5). Furthermore, 58 of 88 up-regulated genes and 70
of 253 down-regulated genes encoded miRNAs. Given that
1123 of 24 059 mouse genes encode miRNAs, the differen-
tially expressed genes in Pc4-OE mESC lines were highly
enriched for miRNA-coding genes (P-values were 1.20e-55
and 8.969e-35 for up- and down-regulated genes, respec-
tively; one-tail Fisher’s exact test). These results suggest that
Pc4 regulates many miRNAs, the majority of which have
not yet been functionally characterised.

An extensive literature search for the regulated genes re-
vealed that many of the up-regulated protein-coding genes
in Pc4-OE mESCs are involved in the initiation and mat-
uration phases of reprogramming (Supplementary Table
S6). Pc4 stimulates bone morphogenic protein 4 (Bmp4)
expression and BMP signalling, which has an important
role in the initiation stage of mouse iPSC reprogramming
(46), and mESCs can be preserved in a naı̈ve state by cul-
turing in medium containing either leukaemia inhibitory
factor (LIF) or BMP4 (47,48). Pc4 also enhances the late

or stabilization phase of reprogramming. Pc4 overexpres-
sion also increased the expression of Gbx2 (49) and Lifr in
LIF/STAT3 signalling, which is required for the matura-
tion phase of reprogramming (50), and several genes asso-
ciated with the late or stabilization phase such as Lefty2 (9),
Dppa2, Dppa4 and Gdf3 (12). Pc4 overexpression increased
the expression of several known genes such as Nr0b1 (51),
Klf5 (52), Foxd3 (53) and Lin28 (54). Dppa2, Lin28 and
Nr0b1 have been reported as factors that accurately mark
the rare cells that will become iPSCs (36,37), and as naı̈ve
pluripotency markers (38).

We found that the majority of down-regulated protein-
coding genes in Pc4-OE mESC lines are involved in the
suppression of MEF marker genes such as Thy1, Postn
(12), Cd44, Snail1/2, Zeb2 (11), Nfix, Prrx1 and Tgfb3
(55) (Supplementary Table S7). Down-regulation of sev-
eral key MEF-specific genes greatly enhanced reprogram-
ming efficiency (55). Suppression of Tgf� (Tgfb1 and Tgfb2)
signalling cooperatively induced iPSCs (56) and inhibited
the p53/21 pathway (Cdkn1a known as p21), increased
cell division and accelerated iPSC formation (57). The
mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition occurs during somatic
cell reprogramming to iPSCs, leading to down-regulation
of N-cadherin (Cdh2) and epithelial-to-mesenchymal tran-
sition (EMT) genes (47). Increased miR-145 expression in-
hibits human ESC self-renewal and represses pluripotency
gene expression (58). The polycomb protein SUZ12 to-
gether with Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog represses miR-615 ex-
pression (59).
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Figure 5. Generation of iPSCs from MEFs with OSKM or OSKMP. (A) Schematic of the inducible lentivirus containing OSKM and rtTA, and experi-
mental outline for generating iPSCs and analysing reprogramming efficiency. (B) Appearance of GFP+ colonies in reprogrammed cells. (C) The number
of GFP+ colonies for reprogrammed cells induced by OSKM or OSKM+Pc4 (OSKMP) in three independent experiments was represented in stacked bar
graphs. (D) The average number of GFP+ colonies for reprogrammed cells in three replicated experiments indicates that OSKMP has ≈1.7-fold higher
reprogramming efficiency than OSKM (*P < 0.05). (E) AP staining of colonies reprogrammed by OSKM or OSKMP on day 16.

Pc4 enhances OSKM-mediated reprogramming efficiency

We hypothesised that Pc4-overexpression-mediated activa-
tion of pluripotency-related gene expression and repres-
sion of MEF genes enhanced OSKM-mediated reprogram-
ming efficiency. To test this hypothesis, we compared iPSCs
generated by lentiviral transfection of MEF with OSKM
or OSKM+Pc4 (OSKMP) using a transgenic Oct4-EGFP
reporter. Lentiviral vectors are efficiently integrated into
the genome and exogenous gene expression is inducible
by administering doxycycline (Figure 5A). Morphologi-
cal changes were observed in MEF within a few days af-
ter doxycycline induction; on day 10, small GFP-positive
colonies were observed on the plate (Figure 5B). Although
the first GFP-positive colony appeared for both OSKM
and OSKMP at the same time point, the colony formed
by OSKMP emitted strong GFP fluorescence compared
with that of OSKM. The number of GFP-positive colonies
was counted on day 16. We observed ≈1.7-fold increase
in GFP-positive colonies by OSKMP induction compared
with OSKM induction (Figure 5C and D). The results of
AP staining also showed that the OSKMP group had much
higher proliferation than the OSKM group (Figure 5E).

To confirm the role of Pc4 in regulating expression of
pluripotency-related genes, we performed the reciprocal ex-
periments depleting Pc4 expression in mESC. After trans-
fection of mESCs with Pc4 siRNA, we measured expres-
sion of Pc4 by qPCR (Supplementary Figure S1A). Knock-
down Pc4 level was decreased by approximately 80% at
24 h and 48 h. In addition, decrease in PC4 protein level
was confirmed by Western blot analysis at 24 h and 48 h
(Supplementary Figure S1B). Using qPCR, we found that
Pc4 knock-down in mESCs significantly reduced the ex-
pression of pluripotency-related genes, Oct4 and Sox2 (Sup-
plementary Figure S1C and S1D). We also tested pluripo-
tency maintenance using AP staining and cellular prolifer-

ation by total cell counting, and observed Pc4 knock-down
in mESCs significantly reduced the number of AP positive
colonies and total cell count at 48 h (Supplementary Figure
S1E and S1F).

Pc4 promotes and maintains transcriptional activity of key
reprogramming factors

To test whether Pc4 enhances reprogramming efficiency by
regulating transcriptional activity of endogenous key repro-
gramming factors, we profiled expression levels of Pc4 and
the key reprogramming factors Oct4, Sox2, Nanog and Klf4
during OSKM-mediated reprogramming on day 1, 2, 3, 5
and 7 after doxycycline induction (Figure 6A). We observed
a gradual increase in Pc4 expression, followed by gradual
increases (short initial lag time) in key reprogramming fac-
tor expression up to day 7. Conversely, siRNA-mediated
Pc4 knock-down during reprogramming reduced expres-
sion levels of Pc4 and other key reprogramming factors by
approximately 80% within three days (Figure 6B). These re-
sults indicate that the observed enhancement of OSKM-
mediated reprogramming efficiency by additional Pc4 ex-
pression results from Pc4 regulation of the transcriptional
activity of endogenous key reprogramming factors.

DISCUSSION

The discovery that iPSCs can be generated by transfection
of transcription factors was a pivotal event in the field of
stem cell research because it overcame previous ethical and
resource limitations. Despite the huge potential of this tech-
nology, the process still suffers from extremely low efficiency
and genomic instability. There have been considerable ef-
forts in recent years to improve reprogramming efficiency,
including molecular dissection of reprogramming processes
(6,7) and screening for additional factors to facilitate the
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Figure 6. Time-course analysis of PC4-overexpression effects on key reprogramming factors during reprogramming into iPSCs. Experimental outline of
doxycycline-mediated reprogramming to iPSCs, and time points for transcriptome profiling. Changes in expression of endogenous key reprogramming
factors mediated by Pc4 overexpression with (A) OSKM, and (B) OSKM + Pc4 knock-down (*P < 0.05).

process (44,60). In this study, we performed a compara-
tive transcriptome analysis to identify differences in tran-
scriptional programs of spontaneous SSC conversion into
mSSCs and iPSC technology. We did not observe c-Myc
expression dynamics during mSSC conversion, whereas c-
Myc expression increased in partially reprogrammed cells
and then decreased in iPSCs (Figure 1A). It has been sug-
gested that c-Myc enhances iPSC reprogramming efficiency
by promoting cell proliferation, but it simultaneously in-
creases tumorigenicity risk (61). Therefore, in-depth com-
parative transcriptional analysis of the two reprogramming
systems could provide novel insights for the development of
safe cellular reprogramming protocols.

We utilised multiple types of orthogonal information re-
lated to reprogramming and pluripotency maintenance to
prioritise the initial candidates, such as interactome of core
pluripotency factors, co-functional links between genes and
transcription factor information. This integrated systems
biology approach identified 53 candidate pluripotency reg-
ulatory factors that were significantly enriched for genes
that are relevant to reprogramming/pluripotency in the lit-

erature, expressed in PSCs, and involved in the regulation of
Oct4 activation. These results indicate that our approach is
robust and efficient for the prediction of pluripotency regu-
latory factors.

We used a multi-step filtering and evaluation process,
and ultimately selected the Pc4 candidate gene for fur-
ther analysis and validation. We demonstrated that Pc4
enhances the efficiency of OSKM-mediated MEF re-
programming by promoting the transcriptional activity
of key reprogramming factors. We also observed that
Pc4 regulates the expression of many genes involved
in reprogramming/pluripotency and somatic cell marker
genes. Pc4 is known as a transcriptional co-activator that fa-
cilitates transcriptional machinery activity. PC4 physically
interacts with the activators and transcription machinery of
RNAP II, and is a component of the transcriptional pre-
initiation complex (PIC) on melted promoter DNA. These
results suggest that PC4 promotes transcriptional activ-
ity of key reprogramming factors by facilitating transcrip-
tional machinery activity during the initiation and matu-
ration stages of reprogramming. Stem cells must have high
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pluripotency to achieve a robust cell resource for clinical ap-
plications. For somatic cell reprogramming into a pluripo-
tent state, fully reprogrammed iPSCs have to be generated
in large quantities for research and clinical uses. Pc4 may be
an important factor for generating fully reprogrammed iP-
SCs by regulating pluripotency-related gene expression. Pc4
could support a high-quality pluripotent state in PSCs in in
vitro cultures. We also found that the expression level of Pc4
was significantly higher in SSC compared to MEF, and sub-
stantially increased in reprogrammed cells, more in spon-
taneously reprogrammed mSSC than induced pluripotent
cells (see Figure 3C). These observations suggest that Pc4
is a positive regulator for both spontaneous and induced
pluripotency, and its relatively high endogenous level in SSC
could initiate spontaneous reprogramming into mSSC in
the culture inducing system.

A similar prediction strategy may be applied to identify
transcriptional regulatory factors involved in state transi-
tions of other cell types, such as transdifferentiation (also
known as direct conversion) (62). If cell-type specific tran-
scriptome profiles and some prior information (e.g. known
genes for cell-type specific differentiation) are available, we
may be able to integrate the information with an established
genome-wide co-functional or regulatory network to iden-
tify additional candidates. Such approaches were not pre-
viously feasible due to the lack of multiple and orthogo-
nal omics data for cellular differentiation. However, high-
throughput molecular profiling and genome engineering
technology will generate an unprecedented volume of data
for many cellular lineages in the coming years. At that time,
integrated systems biology approaches to predict master
transcriptional regulators for lineage conversion would be a
pragmatic strategy for the in vitro production of therapeutic
cells from PSCs.
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